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Corona toughness test passed:
The example of Germany proves that
nationwide 95 % of internet connections have no longer any problems
supporting HD video chats with download data rates of at least 1.5 Mbps.

96.6%
96.1%
96.0%
96.5%

95.9%

96.2%
95.9%
96.8%

High demand
for broadband

96.3%

95.5%

96.0%

96.2%
96.6%
96.6%

96.2%

Is there more in for the users than just video chats? How well do domestic internet
lines really perform? Together with our test partner umlaut we have conducted
the latest benchmarks for Germany, Austria and Switzerland. ■ JOACHIM BLEY

W

orking from the home office, binge
watching the hottest Netflix shows
or extensively playing multi-player online
games ... All these activities have one thing
in common: Without a high-performance
broadband connection, they are neither
possible in a professional manner, nor
much fun. A good reason for us to investigate the broadband services in a large scale
this year again, together with our longtime
partner umlaut (formerly P3 Group AG).
The main scope of our benchmark test is
to get a significant picture of the everyday internet experience – regardless of the
devices used or the internet rate which the
user subscribed to. Thus, our focus in on
the performance which actually arrives at
the users‘ home network.
As in the previous year, our fixed-line
benchmark concentrates on three main parameters in order to assess the broadband
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connections: the higher weighted download data rates, the upload data speeds and
the run times (latencies) of the transmitted
test data packets.

520,000
internet lines have been
analyzed by umlaut as part of
our crowdsourcing test.
In addition to Germany and Austria, this
year for the first time also Switzerland
joins the competition. So now our fixedline benchmark covers the whole “DACH“
region, thus allowing performance comparisons on a national basis.

The test period spans six months,
beginning on February 3rd, 2020. We
assessed nationwide as well as regional
internet providers (ISPs – Internet Service
Providers), who operate their own landline
infrastructure.
In some regions, some carriers make their
capacities available to other contenders

who do not operate their own lines at
these locations, enabling them to market
their own offerings on this basis. Such
“reseller lines“ are also part of the assessment of the operators who provide the original infrastructure.
It does make a principal difference whether
the subscriber lines are based on ADSL/
VDSL technology, coaxial broadband cable
networks or already on fiber. All these
types of connections were part of the

assessment and have been treated
identically.
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The same also applies to business or private c ustomer lines.

Object of the investigation: The internet
experience in urban and rural regions
But what good is the best network
provider if its connections are simply not
available at a desired location? None. For
this reason we have generally differen
tiated 
between urban and rural (or more
precise: non-urban) areas. The 
allocation
of urban and rural regions was conducted based on official data sources
provided by the European Commis
sion and involved research institutions.
More about this topic can be found at
https://data.jrc.ec.europa.eu/dataset/53473144b88c-44bc-b4a3-4583ed1f547.

Our benchmark test also identifies the
best regional network providers
Which provider offers the best internet
user experience in a certain region?
Our comparison also gives answers to
this question. In addition, the three leading
operators in each federal state or canton
respectively, are listed in a separate chart.
This additional information presumes
that umlaut‘s requirements regarding
the regional statistic relevance of the
number and geographic distribution of

the considered internet lines could be
fulfilled. For example, some smaller,
scarcely populated Swiss cantons could

not
be
completely

analyzed
for
this reason.
Our valid assessments on the level of
single federal states were made possible
by the sophisticated benchmark 
testing
procedure of our partner umlaut. Their
comprehensive, globally applicable and
comparable crowdsourcing metho
dology
can cover an almost unlimited number
of connections, as the following numbers
illustrate:
Our results in the whole DACH region
are based on more than 520.000 fixedline connections and on more than
113 million single measurements. This
is put into effect by a passive data
gathering in the background during

every-day use or popular smartphone

apps. A detailed description of the methodology can be found in the adjacent box.
On the following pages you can read
which fixed-line provider offers the best
internet experience in each federal
state and who leads the field on a
national level in Germany, Austria and
Switzerland.
■
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The methodology of our crowdsourcing test
Among the strong points of our broadband benchmark is the gathering of data
from many connections, broadly distributed over the selected test region. For this
purpose, out test partner umlaut employs a crowdsourcing test method which
can be utilized all over the world and
managed to m
 eanwhile establish itself
as the de-facto industry standard for
testing mobile and fixed-line networks.

Our broadband benchmark puts
the user experience in the center
Our comparison of fixed-line services concentrates on the internet performance
which the users receive in their home
networks with the chosen internet tariff
and the utilized hardware. The gathering
of data rates and latencies happens in the
background, while the users utilize popular
smartphone apps via WiFi. The necessary
measurement routines are integrated in
more than 1000 apps available all over the
world – the PC Magazine Speed Test being
one of them. The rest results are transmitted in an anonymized and aggregated format to umlaut‘s servers on a daily basis.
Data sources such as MaxMind or RIPE
facilitate identifying the internet service
providers based on their permanently
assigned IP address ranges. On order to
achieve a unique mapping of the landline
connections, the ID of the WiFi base stations is observed. The measurement procedure begins with the download of a preset small graphic symbol, the “favicon“,

with precedes internet addresses in
the web browser. If a connection can be
established, the transmission time of a sent
data package (ping) is registered over ten
runs. Their average value makes one test
sample. Data throughputs are registered
in 15 minute intervals. In addition to the
average value, we also state the threshold
at the upper limit, which was surpassed
by 10% of all the lines provided by a network operator. The minimum standard
is defined by the threshold which 90% of
the connections were able to surpass.

Higher emphasis on download data rates
The download throughput, which among
others is decisive for smooth video streaming, makes up 50% of our final scoring.
Upload data rates and the latencies,
which are for example important for
online gamers, each make up 25% of the
overall result. Above that, we differently
weigh urban areas (60%) and non-urban
areas (40%). On a regional level, a network
operator could achieve a maximum of
600 points in cities and 400 points in rural
areas. This keeps in line with the chosen
maximum of 1000 points for the national assessment. With complex rules and
comprehensive checks, umlaut solidifies
the validity of the assessments. Among
others, data gathered at a low smart
phone battery level are filtered out – as
well as measurements from a too small
transmission volume or abnormally low
data rates indicating connection problems.

Statement from test partner umlaut
In times of Covid-19, all over the world the digital infrastructure faces challenges as never before. The importance of
in-home connectivity is growing. Against this background,
the results of our test are positive. The outcomes of our fixedline benchmark show clear improvements compared to the
results of the previous year. More than 95% of the connections in Germany can keep up with the requirements of home
office work. But there are limitations when family members
share these connections and Netflix competes with the home
office. The experience of the crisis in 2020 confirms the approach of our testing: A good basic service across the country
is more important than urban peak data rates. However, also
in this field there is still room for improvement.

Hakan Ekmen, CEO
telecommunication
at umlaut

The complete interview with Hakan Ekmen (in German) is
available online via the adjacent QR code.
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Germany – Surprise winner
F

or the first time taking part and
instantly conquering the first rank:

1&1 Versatel serves predominantly business customers with its nationwide fiber
network, covering approx. 50,000 kilometers – among others with fast symmetrical gigabit connections. When it comes
to serving private customers, the winner
of our benchmark closely cooperates
with its sister company 1&1. Particularly
regarding the download data rates, 1&1
Versatel‘s fiber lines delivered the best user
experience in our comparison. The strong
results are also reflected in the regional
considerations: In Baden-Wuerttemberg
(urban and rural), in Bavaria, Brandenburg,
Hesse, North Rhine-Westphalia (each: rural)
as well as in Berlin, in Saarland and in Saxony (each urban) the newcomer scored best.
The fact that 1&1 Versatel could join our
test as a fourth nation-wide network operator is due to the distribution and number of its connections being sufficient for a
valid 
assessment. Moreover, our 
crowd
-

Measurement values
and test results
Nationwide available broadband
network operators Germany
Operator

sourcing test does not differentiate between
business and consumer offerings anyway.

Network coverage is also important
Of course, concerning the number of lines,
Deutsche Telekom plays in a league of its
own. More than 55% of the 133,000 nationwide internet lines considered in our evaluation were provided by last year‘s winner
and this year‘s second ranking operator.
The backbone of this good coverage are the
estimated more than 550,000 kilometers
of fiber lines, which increasingly become
directly available to the customers (FTTH).
But still part of their infrastructure are
also older ADSL lines, partially brought to
the market by third party distributors. For
process-related reasons, these reseller lines
are also counted as part of the result of
Telekom. But considering the high number
of tested connections overall, this component should only have a minor influence.
All in all, Telekom improved the number
of total points gained in comparison to last

year‘s result. The same also applies to the
nation-wide network operators, following
at close distances. As could be expected,
Vodafone turned out to be invigorated by
the acquisition of Unitymedia‘s cable networks. In the comparison at the level of
federal states, the overall third-ranking

operator was ahead in Bremen and closely
also in Lower Saxony (each urban) as well
as in Saarland (rural). Telefónica (O2) tightened its strong position in urban areas by
performing best in Bavaria, Hamburg, Hesse,
Rhineland-Palatinate and Schleswig-Holstein.

Enormously strong regional operators
Outside the larger cities, Wilhelm.tel stays
number one with the overall highest score
in our comparison between the 
federal
states. In the more rural areas of Lower Saxony and North Rhine-Westphalia, Deutsche Glasfaser triumphed – also achieving
top scores in our assessment. Furthermore,
the internet lines of Tele Columbus, known
under the brand Pÿur, offered the best user
experience in Saxony-Anhalt, in Brandenburg (urban) and Saxony (rural).

Urban areas
result in points
Best operators
(max. 600)

Rural areas
result in points
Best operators
(max. 400)

Baden-Wuerttemberg
1.

1&1 Versatel

556

1&1 Versatel

371

2.

Telefónica (O2)

536

Vodafone

349

3.

Vodafone

533

Deutsche Telekom (network)

332

1.

Telefónica (O2)

574

1&1 Versatel

370

2.

Deutsche Telekom (network)

556

Deutsche Telekom (network)

355

3.

Vodafone

531

Vodafone

352

1.

1&1 Versatel

574

no evaluation 1

573
588

578

550

2.

PŸUR (Tele Columbus)

568

no evaluation 1

3.

Telefónica (O2)

551

no evaluation 1

560

1.

PŸUR (Tele Columbus)

578

1&1 Versatel

378

2.

Telefónica (O2)

566

Deutsche Telekom (network)

348

3.

Deutsche Telekom (network)

537

Vodafone

334

Bremen
Vodafone

545

no evaluation 1

2.

EWE

518

no evaluation 1

3.

Deutsche Telekom (network)

517

no evaluation 1

1.

Telefónica (O2)

562

no evaluation 1

2.

wilhelm.tel

560

no evaluation 1

3.

Deutsche Telekom (network)

548

592

565

Brandenburg

1.

1&1 Versatel
574

583

562
548

Strong in
urban areas:
Telefónica (O2)
wins in five
federal states,
1&1 Versatel in
four and Deutsche Telekom
in three.

551
574
556

Hamburg
no evaluation 1

Hesse
1.

Telefónica (O2)

562

1&1 Versatel

384

2.

1&1 Versatel

562

M-net

365

3.

Deutsche Telekom (network)

547

Vodafone

360

Mecklenburg-West Pomerania
1.

Deutsche Telekom (network)

588

Deutsche Telekom (network)

312

2.

1&1 Versatel

558

Vodafone

310

BEST IN TEST

3.

Vodafone

549

no evaluation 1

1.

Vodafone

550

Deutsche Glasfaser

386

2.

Deutsche Telekom (network)

549

1&1 Versatel

381

541

EWE

359

■ 1&1 Versatel
■ Deutsche Telekom (network)
■ Deutsche Glasfaser
■ Telefónica (O2)

■ PŸUR (Tele Columbus)
■ Vodafone
■ wilhelm.tel
■ Test requirements not met

Lower Saxony
2

Deutsche Telekom (network)

3

Vodafone

4

Telefónica (O2)

Internet

www.1und1.net

www.telekom.de

www.vodafone.de

www.o2online.de

3.

Telefónica (O2)

Total result (max. 1000 points) 1
verdict

947 points
very good

893 points
very good

885 points
very good

879 points
very good

1.

Deutsche Telekom (network)

560

Deutsche Glasfaser

381

Measurement values

urban

rural

urban

rural

urban

rural

urban

rural

2.

1&1 Versatel

558

1&1 Versatel

371

3.

Telefónica (O2)

544

Net Cologne

367

Download data rate (90% of results better than)

6.7 mbps

6.6 mbps

6.1 mbps

4.9 mbps

6.2 mbps

5.9 mbps

7.0 mbps

5.2 mbps

Download data rate (average)

19.6 mbps

19.5 mbps

18.0 mbps

15.9 mbps

18.3 mbps

17.7 mbps

18.3 mbps

16.2 mbps

1.

Telefónica (O2)

548

1&1 Versatel

377

Download data rate (10% of results better than)

35.4 mbps

35.7 mbps

33.5 mbps

30.1 mbps

32.1 mbps

32.0 mbps

32.8 mbps

30.6 mbps

2.

Deutsche Telekom (network)

546

Vodafone

351

Upload data rate (90% of results better than)

0.5 mbps

0.5 mbps

0.5 mbps

0.5 mbps

0.5 mbps

0.5 mbps

0.5 mbps

0.5 mbps

3.

Vodafone

529

Deutsche Telekom (network)

334

Upload data rate (Average)

2.0 mbps

2.0 mbps

2.0 mbps

1.9 mbps

1.7 mbps

1.8 mbps

1.8 mbps

1.8 mbps

Upload data rate (10% of results better than)

3.4 mbps

3.8 mbps

3.1 mbps

3.0 mbps

2.8 mbps

3.1 mbps

3.0 mbps

3.0 mbps

Signal run time (10% of results faster than)

11 ms

12 ms

10 ms

12 ms

14 ms

16 ms

11 ms

12 ms

Signal run time (Average)

20 ms

21 ms

19 ms

22 ms

22 ms

25 ms

24 ms

25 ms

Signal run time (90% of results faster than)

31 ms

31 ms

30 ms

34 ms

30 ms

35 ms

33 ms

41 ms

Results Downloads (max. 500 points)

460 points

Best 90% (max. 150/100 points)

133 points

88 points

124 points

69 points

126 points

81 points

137 points

73 points

Average (max. 75/50 points)

74 points

49 points

70 points

43 points

71 points

46 points

71 points

44 points

Best 10% (max. 75/50 points)

69 points

47 points

67 points

42 points

65 points

43 points

66 points

42 points

Results Uploads (max. 250 points)

245 points

Best 90% (max. 75/50 points)

75 points

50 points

74 points

50 points

74 points

50 points

73 points

49 points

Average (max. 37.5/25 points)

37 points

25 points

37 points

24 points

33 points

23 points

34 points

Best 10% (max. 37.5/25 points)

34 points

24 points

32 points

20 points

29 points

21 points

30 points

415 points

432 points

237 points

241 points

1&1 Versatel

551

Vodafone

349

Vodafone

547

Deutsche Telekom (network)

328

3.

Deutsche Telekom (network)

508

no evaluation 1

1.

1&1 Versatel

592

PŸUR (Tele Columbus)

385

2.

PŸUR (Tele Columbus)

565

1&1 Versatel

356

3.

Deutsche Telekom (network)

552

Deutsche Telekom (network)

334

1.

PŸUR (Tele Columbus)

583

PŸUR (Tele Columbus)

381

2.

1&1 Versatel

574

Telefónica (O2)

323

3.

Deutsche Telekom (network)

528

Deutsche Telekom (network)

322

23 points

1.

Telefónica (O2)

573

wilhelm.tel

388

20 points

2.

Deutsche Telekom (network)

561

1&1 Versatel

384

3.

1&1 Versatel

534

Telefónica (O2)

365

217 points

36 points

23 points

37,5 points

23 points

30 points

18 points

36 points

23 points

Average (max. 37.5/25 points)

37 points

24 points

37,5 points

23 points

35 points

21 points

32 points

21 points

Best 90% (max. 75/50 points)

73 points

49 points

75 points

45 points

75 points

44 points

69 points

36 points

for the sake of precision we deviate for this test from our usual result scheme of max. 100 points.

312

378

386

381

Saxony

381

Schleswig-Holstein

Thuringia
1.

Deutsche Telekom (network)

565

Deutsche Telekom (network)

328

2.
3.

Telefónica (O2)
1&1 Versatel

545
532

Vodafone
Telefónica (O2)

304
283

385

328
384

Saxony-Anhalt

1
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388

Saarland
2.

229 points

223 points

max. score: 400

Rhineland-Palatinate

1.

433 points

230 points

Rural areas

North Rhine-Westphalia

Best 10% (max. 37.5/25 points)

58

max. score: 600

Berlin

Benchmark

1&1 Versatel

Telefónica (O2)
562
Vodafone
545

Bavaria

Broadband

Result signal run time (max. 250 points) 242 points

1

Federal state

www.pc-magazin.de

1

Urban areas 

Germany – best operators by federal state

377
349
370
371

If available
on location,
1&1 Versatel
and Deutsche
Glasfaser offer
the best performance to users
in many rural
areas.

Test criteria not met

www.pc-magazin.de PC Magazine 10/2020
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Sunrise
570

Switzerland –
on the top also
regarding landlines

Urban areas

547

max. score: 600

T

his time we extended our broadband
benchmark to also cover Switzerland. The internet connections in this
country offer the best user experience all
over the DACH area, which can be easily
seen as all nation-wide network operators effortlessly managed to surpass the
threshold of 900 points. The top position
of all three contenders who all achieved
the top grade very good turned out to be
Sunrise – who at the same time also was the
winner in the overall comparison between
all three c onsidered countries.
But back to Switzerland: With its download data rates, Sunrise outperformed
the 
biggest Swiss telecommunications
provider Swisscom and was able to overall
strike out a significant lead in points ahead
of the c able network operator UPC in the

588

560

506

543

Rural areas

■ Netplus
■ Sunrise
■ Swisscom (network)
■ UPC Switzerland
■ Quickline
■ Test requirements
not met

382

max. score: 400

395

In the districts where an
evulation was possible,
Swisscom dominates.
Also, two regional operators are among the best:
Quickline (Berne) and
370
Netplus (Wallis).

393

386

376

384

373

379

390
374

393

Switzerland – best operators by cantons

measurements of signal run times. In the
urban 
agglomerations and in more rural
regions, the top-performing (fiber) connections of Sunrise offered latencies below
the magic boundary of 10 milliseconds,
which promises a better user experience
especially to online gamers. UPC‘s cable

network in turn achieved the best scores for
its upload data rates, offering advantages
for example when using cloud services
such as online storage. And the third-ranking Swisscom? It possesses an excellent
landline infrastructure which also reaches
remote villages and scarcely populated
areas. From a technical point of view,
Swisscom relies on a mix of high-performance fiber connections and classic copperbased subscriber lines, which are upgraded
with G.Fast and vectoring. Its performance
level is high all over the country, which is
illustrated for example by the top values for
the signal run times achieved by 90% of the
internet lines.

Canton 3
Urban areas
result in points
Best operators
(max. 600)

Operator

www.pc-magazin.de

1

Internet
1

Sunrise

2

UPC Schweiz

3

Swisscom

www.sunrise.ch

www.upc.ch

www.swisscom.ch

962 points
very good

948 points
very good

935 points
very good

Measurement values

urban

rural

urban

rural

urban

rural

Download data rate (90% of results better than)

7.6 mbps

7.3 mbps

7.3 mbps

7.3 mbps

6.6 mbps

6.6 mbps

Download data rate (average)

19.7 mbps

19.7 mbps

20.1 mbps

18.6 mbps

18.3 mbps

18.3 mbps

Download data rate (10% of results better than)

33.4 mbps

33.9 mbps

34.6 mbps

31.9 mbps

31.8 mbps

31.8 mbps

Upload data rate (90% of results better than)

0.5 mbps

0.5 mbps

0.5 mbps

0.5 mbps

0.5 mbps

0.5 mbps

Upload data rate (Average)

2.1 mbps

2.2 mbps

2.3 mbps

2.6 mbps

2.2 mbps

2.5 mbps

Upload data rate (10% of results better than)

2.8 mbps

4.0 mbps

3.6 mbps

5.5 mbps

3.1 mbps

4.3 mbps

Signal run time (10% of results faster than)

7 ms

9 ms

14 ms

15 ms

8 ms

10 ms

Signal run time (Average)

15 ms

17 ms

21 ms

21 ms

15 ms

16 ms

Signal run time (90% of results faster than)

29 ms

31 ms

27 ms

27

23 ms

24 ms

Results Downloads (max. 500 points)

474 points

Best 90% (max. 150/100 points)

145 points

94 points

141 points

94 points

131 points

87 points

Average (max. 75/50 points)

74 points

49 points

75 points

48 points

71 points

47 points

Best 10% (max. 75/50 points)

67 points

45 points

68 points

43 points

65 points

43 points

Results Uploads (max. 250 points)

239 points

Best 90% (max. 75/50 points)

72 points

50 points

72 points

50 points

72 points

50 points

Average (max. 37.5/25 points)

37.5 points

25 points

37.5 points

25 points

37.5 points

25 points

Best 10% (max. 37.5/25 points)

29 points

25 points

35 points

25 points

31 points

25 points

469 points

444 points

245 points

Result signal run time (max. 250 points) 249 points

241 points

234 points

250 points

Best 10% (max. 37.5/25 points)

37.5 points

25 points

30 points

19 points

37.5 points

25 points

Average (max. 37.5/25 points)

37.5 points

25 points

36 points

24 points

37.5 points

25 points

Best 90% (max. 75/50 points)

75 points

49 points

75 points

50 points

75 points

50 points

1.

Swisscom (network)

547

UPC Switzerland

393

2.

UPC Switzerland

536

Swisscom (network)

385

3.

no evaluation 1

Sunrise

381

1.

Sunrise

570

Swisscom (network)

2.

Swisscom (network)

549

no evaluation 2

3.

UPC Switzerland

532

395

no evaluation 2

Berne
1.

Sunrise

588

Quickline

390

2.

UPC Switzerland

561

Swisscom (network)

376

3.

Swisscom (network)

561

UPC Switzerland

373

Fribourg - Freiburg
1.

Swisscom (network)

560

Swisscom (network)

2.

UPC Switzerland

526

no evaluation 2

3.

no evaluation 1

393

no evaluation 2

Genève - Geneva
1.

UPC Switzerland

543

no evaluation 2

2.

Salt

530

no evaluation 2

3.

Sunrise

515

no evaluation 2

Grisons

In the nation-wide assessment,

SUNRISE, SWISSCOM and
UPC Switzerland gave each other
When comparing the single cantons, it
frequently turned out that Swisscom is the
only network operator in our broadband
benchmark who provides enough connections to allow a statistically relevant
evaluation – and reaching top results all over
the place, which often range only margi
nally below the maximum of 400 points.

1.

no evaluation 1

Swisscom (network)

2.

no evaluation 1

no evaluation 2

3.

no evaluation 1

374

no evaluation 2

Lucerne
1.

UPC Switzerland

585

Swisscom (network)

2.

Swisscom (network)

554

no evaluation 2

3.

Sunrise

552

373

no evaluation 2

Neuchâtel
1.

no evaluation 1

Swisscom (network)

2.

no evaluation 1

no evaluation 2

3.

no evaluation 1

379

no evaluation 2

St Gallen
1.

Swisscom (network)

549

Swisscom (network)

2.

Sunrise

520

no evaluation 2

3.

UPC Switzerland

507

384

no evaluation 2

Solothurn
1.

no evaluation 1

Swisscom (network)

2.

no evaluation 1

no evaluation 2

3.

no evaluation 1

376

no evaluation 2

Thurgau

Who offers most in the cantons
In the urban areas, Swisscom was also
able to win the cantons Aargau, Freiburg,
St Gallen, Ticino and Zug. PC achieved
the top position in the metropolitan areas
of Geneva, Lucerne, and Zurich as well as
in Aargau (rural) mostly with excellent
scores. The overall winner Sunrise leads
the field in the urban shaped cantons
Basel-City, Berne, Vaud as well as in Zurich
(rural). But also regional network operators
such as Quickline (rural Berne) and
Netplus (rural Wallis) are among the
winners. And Salt who joined the fixed
line business only in 2018 achieved a first
success in our broadband benchmark by
reaching the second place in Geneva –
certainly also thanks to their symmetrical
fiber lines which offer an impressive speed
of up to 10 gbps.

(max. 400)

Basel-City/Basel-Country

Broadband

BEST IN TEST

Rural areas
result in points
Best operators

Aargau

a neck-and-neck race on a very high level.

Benchmark Switzerland

Nationwide available broadband
network operators Switzerland

1

549

549

377

Measurement values
and test results

Total result (max. 1000 points)
verdict

582

585

590

The victory in those
urban areas where a valid
assessment was possible,
in gained without excep
tion by one of the big three
(Swisscom, Sunrise, UPC).

1.

no evaluation 1

Swisscom (network)

2.

no evaluation 1

no evaluation 2

3.

no evaluation 1

382

no evaluation 2

Ticino
1.

Swisscom (network)

506

no evaluation 2

2.

UPC Switzerland

486

no evaluation 2

3.

no evaluation 1

no evaluation 2

Valais - Wallis
1.

no evaluation 1

Netplus

377

2.

no evaluation 1

Swisscom (network)

372

3.

no evaluation 1

no evaluation 2

1
Test requirements not
met for urban areas

1.

Sunrise

590

Swisscom (network)

2.

Swisscom (network)

557

no evaluation 2

Test requirements not
met for rural areas

3.

UPC Switzerland

545

2

In these cantons, the
test requirements were
no met altogether:
Appenzell, Außerrhoden
and Innerrhoden,
Glarus, Jura, Nidwalden, Obwalden,
Schaffhausen,
Schwyz and Uri
3

Vaud
370

no evaluation 2

Zug
1.

Swisscom (network)

2.

no evaluation 1

3.

no evaluation 1

549

no evaluation 2
no evaluation 2
no evaluation 2

Zurich
1.

UPC Switzerland

582

Sunrise

386

2.
3.

Sunrise
Swisscom (network)

579
570

Swisscom (network)
UPC Switzerland

379
377

for the sake of precision we deviate for this test from our usual result scheme of max. 100 points.
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Austria – Stable conditions
A

s already in the previous year, with a
top performance, Magenta was able to
gain the victory on the national level again.
Particularly in the higher weighted download data rates, the subsidiary of Deutsche Telekom AG offered the best user
experience in our fixed-line benchmark
with a respectable score advance – probably 
partly due to h
 aving extended its
broadband capacities by acquiring the cable provider UPC Austria in the previous
year. 
Particularly in urban shaped areas,
Magenta shines with supplying the h
 ighest
data throughputs.
Telekom Austria, marketing its offerings
under the brand A1, reached the second
rank among the network operators who are
present all over Austria. In comparison to its
competitors, especially the shorter signal
runtimes were convincing, which b
 esides
download and upload data rates are an important quality indicator in our assessment
of internet performance. The measurement
values in this category shed some light on

Operator

tors in the DACH region. In the download
category, Hutchison Drei Austria even
reached a respectable second rank.
A look at the number of considered
connections shows that A1 Telekom must
be superior in the coverage outside the
Benchmark ranking as in the previous year big cities. Out of a total of 287,000 lines
Other than in Germany, the ranking of in the more scarcely populated areas,
the nationwide network operators in our more than 61% belong to the network of
fixed-line benchmark, which focuses on the former incumbent. This also includes
the user experience, thus stays unaltered DSL connections via traditional copper
compared to the results of the previous 
pipes, which are partially made available
year. Overall good news: All contenders to other internet providers (resellers)
managed to improve their scores, with A1 but are counted as a part of the result of
Telekom Austria followed by Hutchison Telekom Austria too. However, in rela
Drei Austria having made a somewhat big- tion to the high total number of connecger step ahead. Still there is some room for tions, this factor should be of little conseimprovements on the third rank: Hutchison quence. All in all, Telekom Austria should
Drei Austria mainly lost valuable points due increase its download data rates especially
to the determined signal run times. The in urban areas as well. But in addition,
upload data rates, relevant for using cloud a wide coverage stays equally important:
services as well as for online data manage- After all. what are customers gaining
ment, are okay but still developable – as from the best internet performance, if
applies generally to all examined opera- a network operator is not able to
the “reaction speed“ of an internet connection. For example, in online games a low
latency enhances the live e
xperience for
other fellow combatants, thus boosting the
chances for success.

540

1

Magenta

2

A1 Telekom Austria (network)

3

www.drei.at

Total result (max. 1000 points) 1
verdict

903 points
very good

858 points
very good

801 points
good

urban

rural

urban

rural

urban

rural

5.6 mbps

5.4 mbps

6.3 mbps

7.1 mbps

Download data rate (average)

18.6 mbps

15.9 mbps

14.6 mbps

13.7 mbps

13.8 mbps

14.8 mbps

Download data rate (10% of results better than)

31.2 mbps

26.0 mbps

24.7 mbps

23.5 mbps

22.2 mbps

23.8 mbps

Upload data rate (90% of results better than)

0.5 mbps

0.5 mbps

0.5 mbps

0.5 mbps

0.5 mbps

0.5 mbps

Upload data rate (Average)

1.9 mbps

2.0 mbps

1.7 mbps

1.8 mbps

1.9 mbps

1.9 mbps

Upload data rate (10% of results better than)

3.4 mbps

4.2 mbps

3.2 mbps

3.7 mbps

3.4 mbps

3.6 mbps

Signal run time (10% of results faster than)

12 ms

19 ms

10 ms

14 ms

20 ms

23 ms

Signal run time (Average)

20 ms

30 ms

19 ms

22 ms

30 ms

33 ms

Rural areas

Signal run time (90% of results faster than)

31 ms

42 ms

30 ms

33 ms

40 ms

42 ms

max. score: 400

Results Downloads (max. 500 points)

449 points

Best 90% (max. 150/100 points)

143 points

90 points

116 points

75 points

127 points

92 points

Average (max. 75/50 points)

72 points

43 points

61 points

39 points

59 points

41 points

Best 10% (max. 75/50 points)

64 points

37 points

54 points

35 points

50 points

35 points

Results Uploads (max. 250 points)

245 points

Best 90% (max. 75/50 points)

75 points

50 points

75 points

50 points

72 points

50 points

Average (max. 37.5/25 points)

36 points

25 points

34 points

24 points

36 points

24 points

Best 10% (max. 37.5/25 points)

34 points

25 points

32 points

24 points

34 points

23 points

380 points

Magenta
(Vienna)
574

588

■ A1 Telekom Austria (network)
■ Kabelplus
■ LIWEST Kabelmedien GmbH

239 points

■ Magenta
■ Salzburg AG
■ Test requirements not met

356

369

34 points

14 points

37,5 points

20 points

19 points

9 points

Average (max. 37.5/25 points)

37 points

16 points

37,5 points

23 points

25 points

14 points

Best 90% (max. 75/50 points)

73 points

35 points

75 points

46 points

56 points

35 points

for the sake of precision we deviate for this test from our usual result scheme of max. 100 points.
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335

365

337

158 points

Best 10% (max. 37.5/25 points)

no evaluation 1

Hutchison Drei

324

1.

Magenta

523

A1 Telekom Austria (network) 337

2.

Hutchison Drei

494

Magenta

334

3.

A1 Telekom Austria (network) 489

Hutchison Drei

320

1.

no evaluation 1

Kabelplus

369

2.

no evaluation 1

Magenta

348

3.

no evaluation 1

A1 Telekom Austria (network) 348

1.

LIWEST Kabelmedien

579

LIWEST Kabelmedien

2.

Magenta

518

A1 Telekom Austria (network) 326

3.

A1 Telekom Austria (network) 510

Magenta

387
319

1.

Salzburg AG

2.

A1 Telekom Austria (network) 517

588

3.

Magenta

501

Salzburg AG

356

A1 Telekom Austria (network) 317
no evaluation 2

1.

Magenta

2.

A1 Telekom Austria (network) 543

553

Magenta

333

3.

Hutchison Drei

Hutchison Drei

327

494

A1 Telekom Austria (network) 335

Also in non-urban areas, regional network operators such as Kabelplus, Liwest
and Salzburg AG impress with the highest overall scores.
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1.

Magenta

540

Magenta

2.

Innsbrucker Kommunalb.

514

A1 Telekom Austria (network) 324

3.

A1 Telekom Austria (network) 492

Hutchison Drei

335
320

1.

no evaluation 1

Magenta

2.

no evaluation 1

A1 Telekom Austria (network) 324

3.

no evaluation 1

no evaluation 2

1.

Magenta

574

no evaluation 2

2.

A1 Telekom Austria (network) 513

no evaluation 2

3.

Hutchison Drei

no evaluation 2

341

Vienna

239 points

335

3.

365

Styria

553

387

341

A1 Telekom Austria (network) 337

Vorarlberg

404 points

239 points

no evaluation 1

Salzburg

1

6.9 mbps

Kabelplus

2.

Upper Austria

Strong in urban agglomerations: Magenta leads in Tyrol, Carinthia, Styria and
Vienna. Salzburg and Upper Austria are won by regional operators.

7.4 mbps

no evaluation 1

Lower Austria

523

Download data rate (90% of results better than)

1.

Tyrol

Hutchison Drei Austria

www.a1.net

(max. 400)

Carinthia

max. score: 600

www.pc-magazin.de

Rural areas
result in points
Best operators

Burgenland

Urban areas

BEST IN TEST
www.magenta.at

62

(max. 600)

As part of our fixed-line benchmark, we also
take a closer look at the differences between
urban and rural regions, as well as at the federal states. On a regional level in the more rural
areas, A1 Telekom Austria achieves – besides
five times a second rank – also the best results
in Carinthia and in Styria. In the countryside,
Magenta won in Tyrol and Vorarlberg as well
as in the urban areas of Carinthia, Tyrol and
Vienna.
The regional operators deserve much kudos
for their strong performance which can be recognized from the impressively high scores: In
a comparison of the federal states, Kabelplus
(Burgenland and Lower Austria, each rural),
Salzburg AG and in Upper Austria the Linzbased cable operator Liwest each reached the
top rank und thus could advise themselves as
a true alternative to the bigger contenders.

Benchmark Austria

Result signal run time (max. 250 points) 209 points

1

Urban areas
result in points
Best operators

Broadband

Internet

Measurement values

Federal state

Strong performance of regional providers
in “their“ federal states

579

Measurement values
and test results
Nationwide available broadband
Measurement
values Austria
network
operators

Austria – best operators by federal state

deliver the respective connections at the
required location?

452

Test requirements not met for urban areas

2

Test requirements not met for rural areas

Conclusion
Our broadband benchmark gives a geographically finer overview over the internet
performance ultimately available to the
users. So we salute the overall winners
1&1 Versatel, Magenta and Sunrise. The
same applies to those regional operators Joachim Bley,
who in many cases won “their“ federal author PC Magazine
states with impressively high scores.
But also the operators deserve kudos who – such as Telekom,
Telekom Austria or Swisscom – often are the only ones to
ensure fixed-line coverage in the “greenfields“. So everything is
fine? No, because the determined measurement values such as
the minimum data rates achieved by the bulk of the operators
urgently call for improvements. Therefore, fiber must be distributed faster and closer to the customers also in rural areas
in the very near future – if necessary, with combined efforts.
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